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See Black Lips, Mastodon, and

Deerhunter in "We Fun: Atlanta GA

Inside/Out"
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We Fun Atlanta explores the local

music scene as it was in 2008.
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If you don’t know who Black Lips, Mastodon, and Deerhunter

are then you are not plugged into the Atlanta, GA, music scene.

We Fun: Atlanta GA Inside/Out is an out-there documentary

starring such outrageous characters as King Khan, a Black Lips

band member with talking pecs. It’s a trippy look at musicians

who started with small gigs—parties, parks, and local

clubs—and moved on to world audiences.

Groups, including the Carbonaras, Bobby and the Softspots,

and Subsonics, talk about what it’s like playing Atlanta, and

interview segments alternate with live performances and

behind-the-scenes footage of band members just goofing

off—or being goofy. It’s important to remember that everyone’s

definition of “fun” is not the same; nevertheless, these

performers appear to be having a great time.

Expect to hear street language as these talented musicians

express their feelings about the work they do, the music they

play, their fans, and their experiences on the road and in

Atlanta. They openly talk about their lives before they achieved

their current success, drink, joke, play whirly ball, and perform.

To keep things interesting, sometimes they shed their gear. All

of this is played to a soundtrack that includes solid and

not-so-solid punk.

We Fun: Atlanta GA Inside/Out is the Black Lips’ movie, and

they have fun with it. The documentary is as rough as the

people it features. The sound quality is not always that great,

and the editing can be a little choppy. However, it is a virtual

tour that could only be provided by insiders, and viewers can

expect a riotous ride.
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